Box Clever.
How to use online
media coverage to
engage TV audiences
& increase viewing.

Soaps: ideal media
content.
TV Soaps are embedded in the fabric of UK culture. Since the first TV
soap aimed at an adult audience, The Grove Family, aired on the BBC in
1954-57, audiences have been endlessly fascinated by programmes 		
which reflect the lives and domestic dramas of ordinary people.
Soap creators compete to create storyline moments which will boost
TV audience viewing figures. Nevertheless, audience figures have been
in decline for some of the longer-running soaps, with a younger audience
defecting to reality TV shows such as Love island.
Producers and broadcasters use a range of media tactics to support
their programmes and increase interest in plot lines, characters and
situations. Given the national obsession with soaps, PR is critical in
keeping them top-of-mind with potential viewers. Mainstream news
media frequently cover the on-screen happenings. Soap stars are 		
celebrities and the public is endlessly fascinated with them too; 		
encouraging strong media interest in their real lives.
Increasingly, soaps are introducing challenging plot lines that would
not have been possible even ten years ago. Reflecting current social
issues is a way to keep soaps relevant and the controversy sometimes
sparked by this strategy is itself part of a plan to keep programmes on
the audience’s radar – not just on TV but in other media they consume
on a daily basis.
This report shows how online media coverage is fundamental to 		
delivering the viewing audience for TV soaps. Using its PRSV 			
methodology to show how data-driven PR can impact TV viewing, Tribe
sheds light on the symbiotic and powerful relationship between online
media coverage and broadcasting success.
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PRSV - what you
need to know.

Audience impact is at the heart of PRSV evaluation, revealing how 		
people respond to media coverage. This is far more robust than
vanity metrics such as volume of press clippings, impressions or AVEs.
The PRSV algorithm calculates the probability that the audience has
seen, opened and actually read PR-generated content. We call this
the engaged audience.
The content that appears in Google search results is the basis for our
analysis because online media are now the most influential channel,
with some news sites reaching audiences far larger than those 		
achieved by social media. Nowadays, people turn to Google first 		
for information – about 90% of consumer journeys start with a 		
search. The information returned in search results has a significant 		
impact on audience decision-making.

Not all media are created equal, however. For any given topic, PRSV
calculates which media have been most effective in reaching the 		
interested audience.
To prove the validity of PRSV results, we correlate them against 		
independent data sets, such as consumer search trends, website visits,
sales or TV viewing figures. This allows us to illustrate the impact of
PR on real-world audience behaviour and outcomes.
All of our analysis is carried out at very high levels of statistical 		
significance, which gives us confidence that the findings cannot be 		
down to chance alone.
PRSV allows organisations to #GetReal by providing insights which 		
genuinely answer the ‘So what?’ question and add value to PR 		
planning and campaign implementation.
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Which soap has the most
effective PR?.

Size of engaged audience: online media
Base: PRSV coverage for TV Soaps in the UK from September 2018 to January 2020

Coronation Street is the most watched soap on UK television, regularly attracting 		
more than 5 million viewers per episode. Over Christmas 2019, however, EastEnders 		
was the most requested TV show online. It also outperformed its rivals for Christmas
Day TV viewing. It’s a constant effort for broadcasters to secure the highest ratings 		
and EastEnders’ PR is really helping.
How does PR activity for each of the soaps help to convert an engaged media 			
audience (people who have seen, read and reacted to online coverage about a soap) 		
into actual viewers?
The chart shows that over the 15-month period from September 2018, EastEnders 		
did the best job of using PR to get the attention of its target audience, underpinning 		
the kinds of results seen at Christmas. With an engaged online media audience of 		
more than 62 million over that period, EastEnders had a 25% share of the total 		
audience reached by online coverage. Emmerdale was in second place with 56.6 		
million, or 22.5%. Coronation Street, despite its top rank in the viewing ratings, was in
third place with 18.6%.
The 10,000th episode of Coronation Street will air on 7th February 2020. Recent 		
challenging storylines have irritated some viewers, so it will be interesting to see 		
how the anniversary episode performs. In general, though, with soaps in slow decline,
increased emphasis on its PR activity could help Coronation Street to fight back. 		
Getting more coverage in online media might provide the stimulus that audiences – 		
especially the younger generation - need to make them watch.
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Soaps differ in their online
media performance.

Volume of engaged audience per online media article
Base: PRSV coverage for TV Soaps in the UK from September 2018 to January 2020

There’s another indicator that Coronation Street’s media relations activity is less
productive than that of its rivals. The volume of engaged audience per online media
article achieved is lower for Coronation Street, as this chart shows.
Over the period analysed, there were 2,652 pieces of online media coverage for
Coronation Street, compared to 2,759 for frontrunner EastEnders. However, the
Coronation Street coverage reached on average 5,000 fewer people per article.
This might be for a couple of reasons:
The publications targeted by the PR team are less likely to reach a bigger 		
engaged audience; in other words the media selection might be unhelpful.
The type of content secured by the PR team is less appealing to the target 		
audience, compared with that achieved by EastEnders, Emmerdale and Doctors.
Doctors is punching well above its weight when it comes to engaging a high volume
of people through online media articles. The daytime soap has less than half the TV
viewers of Coronation Street, yet its media coverage is much more engaging.
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Each soap needs a different
media mix.
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Top online media driving engaged audience, by soap
Base: PRSV coverage for TV Soaps in the UK from September 2018 to January 2020

PR people have always understood the importance of getting content in the right
places. The difference between article performance for Coronation Street and 		
Doctors really drives home this point: not all online publications are created equal in
terms of their efficiency at delivering engaged audience.
Only PRSV can help PR teams understand the ideal places to seek online coverage.
As this heatmap chart reveals, the mix of target publications to achieve desired
outcomes differs from one soap to the next. For both Coronation Street and 		
EastEnders, mirror.co.uk is the most important publication for driving high volumes
of engaged audience. For Doctors, the single most influential publication is 		
radiotimes.com, a publication which is less important for EastEnders.
The second most important publication for EastEnders is metro.co.uk. This is 		
unsurprising because the series is set in London, which is where Metro has its 		
highest readership. Compare it to Doctors again though and it becomes obvious
that metro.co.uk does absolutely nothing to create an engaged audience – and
subsequently TV viewing figures – for the medical soap. TV soaps may be national
broadcasting assets, but local and regional media can play a significant role in their
success. Yet manchestereveningnews.co.uk does more to promote Doctors, which is
set in Birmingham, than Coronation Street, which is set in Manchester!
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Know your media friends.
Hollyoaks
www.ok.co.uk
www.radiotimes.com
metro.co.uk
www.express.co.uk
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www.manchestereveningnews.co.uk
www.thesun.co.uk
www.entertainmentdaily.co.uk
www.heart.co.uk
www.independent.co.uk
www.whatsontv.co.uk
www.digitalspy.com
www.bbc.co.uk

Top online media driving engaged audience, Hollyoaks
Base: PRSV coverage for TV Soaps in the UK from September 2018 to January 2020

For PR teams working for broadcasters and production companies, it is crucial to
understand which online media are proactively helping generate an engaged 		
audience, as this will maintain a high level of interest in the programmes themselves.
These may not always be the obvious publications.
In this example we can see that ok.co.uk is the single most important publication
for driving engaged audience for Hollyoaks. Hollyoaks is set in a fictional suburb of
Chester, yet metro.co.uk boasts that it is ‘first to bring news about Hollyoaks 		
spoilers, character news, gossip, videos, pictures, cast interviews and much more!’
Metro is a real media friend to the show, as is OK with its celebrity-focused format.
It’s no surprise that bbc.co.uk does not help promote Hollyoaks, which is aired on
rival Channel4. But while theguardian.com may not be considered an obvious media
target for a soap about teenagers, it should absolutely be on the media list.
Data-driven PR helps to make PR campaigns more targeted and to increase the
chance of successful outcomes. PRSV provides PR teams with a detailed overview
of which publications are delivering the engaged audience that is fundamental
to their ratings success. This means that PR can be both planned and reactive,
maximising performance in the long-term, while taking advantage of key 		
opportunities that fit with the communications goals in the short-term.
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So What?.

TV ratings are highly competitive and the need to publicise shows to
maximise TV audience is a relentless activity. PRSV gives producers
and broadcasters insight that helps them to make data-driven PR
decisions. PRSV provides answers to questions including:

How does the PR activity correlate with actual TV audience numbers
over time to reveal which PR tactics are driving the highest viewing 		
figures?
Which media are delivering the highest engaged audience for a 		
programme and its competitors and thereby increasing the chances
of strong TV viewing figures?
Which media work best for an individual programme?
What type of content is best at creating audience engagement?
Which storylines, characters or issues is the audience reading about
and how does that translate into Google search for the programme?
How does emotional analysis of online media coverage help predict 		
what TV content might be most successful?
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About
Tribe gets you closer to your audience
We build genuine understanding between internal teams and
external audiences, to create campaigns that make people
take notice
Our insight-led communications deliver real results –
influencing behaviour change, driving viewing figures or sales, 		
building loyalty and enhancing brand reputation
We can help you move beyond meaningless vanity metrics,
to #GetReal and focus on what really generates audience
response
Email hello@tribecomms.com, call 0845 4379340 or visit
www.tribecomms.com
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